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Abstract 

 

This project introduces a new DANCE plug-in simulator to automatically give an 

articulated object (skeleton) the appearance of having visual attention in its environment.  

Features of the visual attention controller include object tracking and awareness, 

simulated field of vision, short term memory, and idle looking (daydreaming).  The 

controller can process moving and static objects, as well as objects of different color and 

sizes.  The controller was tested with various scenarios in DANCE. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This project presents a simple solution to the problem of character visual attention, given 

an unknown environment.  This is a challenging problem since humanoid characters 

usually appear robotic, unaware of their environment like an empty shell.  Visual 

attention is important to give the user a sense of realism that the character has perception 

in the environment and to inform the user of the thought process of the character.  This 

problem is particularly challenging because visual attention is an illusive quality and 

difficult to define.  Furthermore, a fully realistic simulation would require considerations 

from many fields of study, such as computer vision and cognitive science. 

 

This controller narrows the scope of the problem by focusing on a limited amount of 

perceptible properties of the environment, namely object velocity, color, and size.  It is 

intended to give the user a basic sense of the character’s awareness in the environment 

through its gaze actions.  It works by first registering the visual attention controller with a 

skeleton articulated object, and then registering the various objects in the scene that the 

skeleton can perceive.  These perceivable objects can either be geometry objects or other 

articulated objects. 

 

2. Perception 

 

The character was given a field of view of 190 degrees horizontal and 90 degrees vertical, 

with a maximum distance threshold, as recommended from [2].  Within this field of view 

the character can detect the presence of an object, and its properties such as size, color, 

and velocity.  It can detect when a static object begins to move, and when a moving 

object becomes static.  It can also detect when a static object has changed positions to 

another static state during a period when the object was out of the character’s field of 

view.  

 

3. Actions 

 

Visual attention of the character is simulated through neck rotations, indicating where the 

character is looking.  The rotations are based on aligning the line of sight to a gaze target 

(position) in the 3D world.  The neck is a ball joint, supporting rotations along the X, Y, 

and Z axes.  The neck rotation can be computed from any trunk or hip orientation of the 



skeleton, or in other words, in all possible ways the skeleton can be positioned.  This will 

allow future support for character locomotion. 

 

The plug-in allows the gaze target to be manually edited by GUI controls, or to be clicked 

and dragged in the window display.  The plug-in displays the target and a line indicating 

the actual gaze direction, which can deviate from the target line if the neck rotations are 

restricted by the joint limits.  The plug-in supports two action modes: manual 

transitioning and object tracking.  The former supports manual target edits during 

simulation to force the character to look briefly at a new target, before returning to its 

original action.  The latter is used when the character must follow an object with its gaze, 

which may be quicker than its neck rotations, requiring smooth transitions. 

 

4. Object Salience 

 

When multiple objects are present in the field of vision that have yet to be explored, the 

algorithm computes a salience score associated with each object and selects the object 

with the highest salience score to be viewed first.  This salience score is also used to 

determine how long an object is viewed. 

 

The salience score is the average of the volume salience score and color salience score. 

 

The following equation is used to calculate the volume salience score: 

Volume Salience = Object Bounding Box Volume / (Distance From Head * Self Volume) 

 

This results in a larger salience for objects that are closer to the character’s head.  The 

self volume factor normalizes this measurement for comparisons with the color salience 

score. 

 

The color salience score is computed by first converting the RGB value of the color to 

HSB (Hue, Saturation, and Brightness) and taking the average of the saturation and 

brightness.  This was loosely based on the research from [1]. 

 

5. Short Term Memory 

 

The short term memory stores information about all registered objects in the scene.  This 

memory is necessary to prevent the character from getting stuck on certain objects or in 

cycles [3].   

 

Each object is associated with the following information: 

 

- Certainty value – 0% = completely unknown, 100% = full explored. 

- Last known state – static or moving. 

- Last known position in 3D world. 

 

The certainty value represents how well the character understands the object.  All objects 

begin with a certainty of 0%.  When an object certainty value reaches 100%, the 



character will move on to explore other objects.  The rates at which the certainty of an 

object is updated depends on the salience score of the object and whether it is moving or 

static.  The certainty will decrease when an object state change is detected in the field of 

view of the character.  Such object state changes include a static object moving, a moving 

object stopping, or a static object changing to another static position. 

 

6. Idle Looking 

 

When no objects are present in the field of view of the character, or all objects in the field 

of view have 100% certainty, the character will resort to idle looking or “daydreaming”. 

 

This algorithm combines large and small jumps of the gaze target in randomized intervals 

of time and distance.  Smooth transitions using acceleration and deceleration are used for 

a reasonably realistic response.  The algorithm favors larger horizontal head movements 

over vertical head movements and favors small changes in depth movement. 

 

In detail, the algorithm first computes a new destination target based on a randomized 

horizontal and vertical rotation of the current sight vector, projected at a randomly 

incremented or decremented distance from the current target’s depth.  It begins 

interpolating the motion between the current and destination target by accelerating to half 

the distance and decelerating the rest of the distance.  The destination target is moved in 

an arbitrary direction during this process in small increments, producing a non-linear path 

of rotation.  This non-linear path is more visually appealing since linear motion appears 

robotic. 

 

7. Algorithm Detail 
 

The following section outlines the simulation step phases in more detail: 

 

- Determine which objects are in the FOV 

o Sort the objects detected in the FOV into a list of moving objects and a list 

of static objects. 

- Decide which object to look at 

o In the presence of moving objects with certainty less than 100%, select a 

moving object with the highest salience score and look at it. 

o Otherwise, in the presence of static objects with certainty less than 100%, 

select a static object with the highest salience score and look at it. 

o Otherwise, resort to idle looking. 

- Update memory 

o If the current line of sight is close to the target object, increase its 

certainty.   

o The certainty increase rate of the object is first determined by taking a 

base rate, depending if the object is moving or not.  It is then divided by 

the salience score and restricted within a threshold of limits.  Using this 

new rate results in more salient objects being viewed for longer periods of 

time, and less salient objects being quickly glanced over. 



o If the certainty of an object reaches 100%, store its state as static/moving 

and its current world position. 

o If a moving object in the FOV has 100% certainty and was last 

remembered as static, decrease its certainty significantly. 

o If a static object in the FOV has 100% certainty and was last remembered 

as moving, decrease its certainty moderately. 

o If a static object in the FOV has 100% certainty and was last remembered 

at a different world position, decrease its certainty moderately. 

- Rotate neck to target 

o Produce smooth rotation transitions from the current target to the 

destination target. 

 

8. Plug-in Details 

 

The following section describes the GUI controls for the plug-in 

 

- Simulated Object – Choose which skeleton to simulate 

- Display Target – Shows a red cross where the skeleton should look 

- Display Target Line – Draws a red line from the head to the target 

- Display Gaze Line – Draws a green line as the actual direction the skeleton is 

looking 

- Display FOV Lines – Draws various blue lines representing the periphery of the 

field of vision 

- FOV Horizontal Degrees – Change the horizontal range of vision, defaults to 190 

degrees. 

- FOV Vertical Degrees – Change the vertical range of vision, defaults to 90 

degrees 

- FOV Maximum Distance – Change how far the character can see 

- Edit Target on Screen – Click and Drag to change the target automatically on the 

screen 

- Translate X, Y, Z (input, sliders) – Manually change the target 

- Refresh – Refresh the GUI 

- Object Transition Speed – How fast the character should look at an object 

- Min Idle Transition Speed – The minimum speed the character will use when 

idling 

- Max Idle Transition Speed – The maximum speed the character will use when 

idling 

- Static Object Certainty Delta – How fast the character will increase object 

certainty of static objects 

- Moving Object Certainty Delta – How fast the character will increase object 

certainty of moving objects 

 

Note: there are no GUI controls currently for registered objects to be looked at.  This can 

only be done through the command line or scripts with the “register” command.  

 

9. Results 



 

The plug-in was tested in various DANCE scenarios. 

 

 
 

Scenario 1: Track bouncing ball 

In this case the character tracks the moving ball for a while until it is comfortable with it 

(object certainty reaches 100%) and resorts to idle looking.  When the ball stops 

bouncing, the character detects this change of state and quickly glances at the object 

again. 

 



 
 

Scenario 2: Field of view 

The blue lines indicate the boundaries of the field of vision.  The character remains in its 

idle looking state until the ball bounces into the field of vision, attracting the character’s 

attention. 

 



 
 

Scenario 3: Object volume 

The red sphere is significantly smaller in volume than the orange cube, but since it is 

closer in distance to the head of the character, it generates a larger salience score and is 

viewed first. 

 



 
 

Scenario 4: Multiple moving objects 

The scenario first begins with a small orange ball bouncing into the field of view of the 

character, attracting its attention.  Soon after, an enormous purple ball falls from the sky 

and steals the attention away from the smaller ball.  The character stares at the purple ball 

for a while due to its high salience. 

 



 

Scenario 5: Object color 

A single red and a single yellow sphere are placed in a chain of dull colored spheres.  The 

character first looks at the red and yellow sphere for a length of time, and then quickly 

glances over the remaining dull items due to their low salience score. 

 



 

Scenario 6: Multiple characters 

This demo includes four skeletons, each registered to look at each other’s faces. 

 

10. Conclusion 

 

This project presents a DANCE plug-in to simulate the visual attention of a skeleton 

articulated object and convince the user that it has perception and an interest in exploring 

objects in the environment.  It is a simplified version of many of the systems outlined in 

the references, which may be too complex for a simple humanoid application.  The plug-

in can be used generically to give “life” to a character that would otherwise seem empty 

and shell-like. 

 

11. Limitations / Future work 



 

Due to the limitations of the skeleton model, only neck rotations were simulated and eye 

movement was omitted.  In a realistic scenario, most gazes are a combination of both eye 

and neck movement. 

 

It was also envisioned to allow the character to move throughout the scene while 

displaying visual attention to objects in the environment.  The support for computing 

neck rotations based on any arbitrary skeleton orientation, including translation, is 

already included in the plug-in.  More challenges would arise from a moving character 

however, such as the necessity of ignoring objects in the periphery that would cause too 

much joint/muscle stress of the neck from its current walking direction.  Also, since 

walking is a task driven simulation, the character would need to behave more intelligently 

by studying the road more than surrounding objects. 

 

The style of neck motions could stand to be improved, in particular the object transitions.  

At the moment, the character stops completely still at each individual object, causing a 

segmented style of motion.  Blending between objects and incorporating path planning 

between objects would produce more realistic results. 

 

Another addition worth mentioning is the ability to view textures and not just colors.  

This was originally envisioned by taking the average RGB of the texture when converting 

to HSB, but a more sophisticated approach could be applied. 
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